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Communism served throughout the 20th Century as a platform for emerging, 
marginalized groups.  Not surprisingly, African Americans often participated in 
Communist activities to mutually beneficial ends.  This work examines the impact of 
communism on the African American Freedom Struggle in the southern United States 
during the interwar period.  Due to his legacy as an African American intellectual, and 
his efforts to affect change in both the Soviet Union and the Black Belt South, the “Black 
Bolshevik” Harry Haywood is identified as a vehicle from which to analyze the African 
American intellectuals’ struggle for equality.  It is clear from this work that the 
relationship forged between the Soviet Union and African Americans in the interwar 
period was a two way street that not only informs scholars about African Americans’ 
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The 1920’s and 1930’s were two decades that brought exceptional change to the 
US with regard to the African American Freedom struggle.  The end of World War I 
brought many African Americans back to the US yearning for an end to Jim Crow 
segregation after having a taste of equality while fighting in the trenches in Europe.  
Compounding this yearning, was the newly formed Soviet Union and their communist 
project that declared socialism would cure all ills.  Throughout the world, anti-colonial 
movements began to spring up as many colonized nations began to demand their freedom 
from European powers.  By the 1930’s, African Americans would take up this fight as 
many joined the ranks of the Communist Party of the United States of America (CPUSA) 
after the Communist International declared race as important in the United States as class, 
especially with those in the southern United States region known as the Black Belt.  
Although there are many studies about this period, few of them connect the important 
work of African Americans who studied in the Soviet Union in the 1920’s to the African 
American struggle for equality in the region known as the Black Belt.  The works that do 
touch on the subject generally omit important areas of the Black Belt such as Memphis, 
Tennessee, arguably one of the most important areas to the Black Belt due to the large 
African American population and the enormity of racial inequality found in Memphis 
during this period.  This thesis intends to intervene in the literature about African 
American Communism in the interwar period as well as the literature about the Long 
Civil Rights Movement to show the monumental work of the “Black Bolshevik” Harry 
Haywood and his impact on the struggle for social, political, and economic equality for 
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African Americans in the “Black Belt” United States in areas like Memphis as well as his 
impact throughout the nation.      
This study uses the “Black Bolshevik” Harry Haywood, as a vehicle to analyze 
the African American intellectuals’ struggle for equality during the interwar period.  
Although there were many African American intellectuals working in this period and 
after, Haywood fits the scope of this work best because this thesis endeavors to analyze 
the African American intellectuals’ work with both the Soviet Union and the Black Belt 
South; two categories Haywood fits snuggly into.  This is not to minimize the extremely 
important work of other “Black Radicals” during this era such as Maude Katz, Claude 
McKay, Louise Thompson, William Patterson, or Otto Huiswoud, just to name a few, but 
to highlight the convergence of Black intellectualism and Communism during this period. 
This is particularly important to African Americans during the interwar period.  While 
African Americans of this period did indeed have their own intellectuals, racism and 
segregation made it difficult for these intellectuals to gain a foothold in society.  
However, the Communist Party accepted African Americans and provided a platform for 
Black intellectuals to advance their group’s hegemony.  Therefore, this thesis intends to 
show this advancement through Harry Haywood’s work with the Communist Party by 
disentangling him from “narrative sutures” of Communism and viewing him as an 
African American intellectual seeking hegemony for his primary social group: African 
Americans.1   
         
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 
1 For more about the need to remove many African Americans for the communist narrative in 
order to understand the reasons for their association with certain groups such as the Communist 
Party see, Makalani, In the Cause of Freedom:  Radical Black Internationalism From Harlem to 
London, 1917-1939 (Chapel Hill:  the University of North Carolina Press, 2011), 11. 
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This thesis will be divided into four sections.  The first chapter briefly examines 
Marxist organizations attempts to answer the “Negro Question” in America.  The Negro 
Question in America, simply put, was the question of how to gain social, economic, and 
political equality for African Americans.  The author’s decision to use the term “Negro 
Question” throughout this section, and in the thesis as a whole, is based primarily in the 
fact that most of the primary sources consulted as well as much of the historiography of 
this period uses this terminology to denote African American’s struggle for basic human 
rights during this period.  Many Scholars set the beginning of the Negro Question in 
America at the time of African American emancipation.  However, due to the scope of 
this study, this thesis will begin the Negro Question before the Civil War because 
American Marxists and Marx himself were grappling with this question at that time.  The 
author’s intent with the first chapter is to give the reader some background into the 
history of the Negro Question in America, often relying heavily upon the works of others, 
such as William Z. Foster, who are known for their biases and factional fighting within 
Marxist Parties.  In these instances the author attempts to use only information that other 
scholars commonly agree upon.  This chapter ends with the examination of the Negro 
Question at the Fourth Comintern Congress in 1922, although the question of how to 
garner equality for African Americans did not end at that time and is still a concern 
today. 
The following three chapters will explore the extensive work of Harry Haywood 
and his contributions to finding solutions to the Negro Question in America.  The second 
chapter examines the early life of Harry Haywood and his time in the Soviet Union.  This 
was a period in which Haywood aided the Soviet Union in their formation of policies 
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directed toward answering the Negro Question such as the “Black Belt Nation Thesis 
(BBNT)” (sometimes referred to as the Haywood-Nasanov Thesis).  The second chapter 
will rely heavily upon Harry Haywood’s autobiography Black Bolshevik, but uses works 
of other scholars and primary sources when available to verify Haywood’s claims.  The 
author’s intentions with this chapter are to explore Haywood’s formative years and how 
he developed his influential theories with regard to the Negro Question in America.    
Chapter three analyzes Haywood’s “tour of the South” in the early 1930’s.  This 
was a point in which Haywood was the Central Committee leader of the Negro 
Commission of the Communist Party of the United States (CPUSA), in charge of 
organizing African Americans in the southern United States.  To this end, Haywood was 
involved in many high profile cases such as the Scottsboro Boys’ case, the Angelo 
Herndon case, and several others less well known, such as sharecropper organizing in 
Alabama and the Levon Carlock lynching in Memphis.  Chapter 3 argues that Harry 
Haywood’s theories articulated in the Black Belt Nation Thesis (BBNT) were 
extraordinarily important to mobilizing biracial organizing in the city of Memphis during 
the 1930’s.  The evidence base for this section comes from many archival sources from 
the period such as the Memphis Socialist Party Papers, E. H. Crump Papers, the Southern 
Tenant Farmer’s Papers (STFU), the Church Family Papers and the Harry Haywood 
Papers.  Chapter 3 exposes how significant the BBNT and Haywood were to Memphis 
during the 1930s, a city often overlooked by scholars examining the impact of 
Haywood’s theories and activism during the interwar period.       
Chapter 4 discusses Haywood’s role in the Abyssinian protest in the US and his 
participation in the Spanish Civil War in the late 1930’s, followed by a brief synopsis of 
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Haywood’s life post World War II.  While Haywood’s ability to use the CPUSA to affect 
social change for African Americans greatly diminished near the end of the interwar 
period, Haywood ceaselessly attempted to keep the CPUSA engaged in the quest for 
answers to the Negro Question.  However, many factors converged to greatly complicate 
Haywood’s ability for this quest, especially after the end of World War II.  Regardless, 
Haywood’s accomplishments and theoretical doctrines lived on and continued to 
influence African Americans and other marginalized groups in their struggle for 
enfranchisement.       
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 Chapter 1 
Marxism and the Evolution of the Negro Question In America, 1840-1922 
 
 The history of Marxist attempts to answer the “Negro Question” in America 
predates the Civil War.  Working under the guidance of Karl Marx’s statement that 
“labor cannot emancipate itself in the white skin when in the black skin it is branded,” 
many Marxists in the US took up the fight against slavery in the 1840’s and 1850’s.1 
Marxists throughout the country took a stance against the institution.  For instance, a 
Marxist named Antonio Douai published an abolitionist newspaper in San Antonio, 
Texas in the early 1850’s until he was pushed out of town and his press was destroyed.  
Additionally, Marxists formed anti-slavery groups in northern cities such as Chicago and 
Cincinnati where they were known to march in protest against slavery.  When the 
Kansas-Nebraska Act, the bill allowing slavery in the Midwest, was passed in 1854 the 
Chicago Socialist group organized mass protests and large public demonstrations against 
the bill’s passing.  In 1859 during the highly publicized seizure of a US military arsenal 
at Harper’s Ferry by notorious abolitionist John Brown in hopes of starting an armed 
slave revolt, the socialist group called the Cincinnati Social Workingman’s Association 
organized rallies in support of Brown.  After Brown and his surviving followers, many of 
whom were African Americans, were arrested the Socialist group from Cincinnati 
spearheaded protest groups throughout many northern cities calling for the release of the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 
1 Karl Marx, Karl Marx Selected Works:  Volume 1 (New York:  International Publishers, 1962), 
45; William Z. Foster, History of the Communist Party of the United States (New York:  
International Publishers, 1952), 38. 
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prisoners.2  Many similar protests against slavery by Marxist/Socialists continued in the 
United States until the beginning of the Civil War. 
Marxists’ attempts to answer the Negro Question in America continued 
throughout the Civil War.  Operating again under the aegis of Karl Marx who felt that the 
American Civil War was needed to destroy chattel slavery in the United States and 
remove “plantation owner” as a class distinction, American Marxists fought for the 
Union in large numbers.3 They formed numerous regiments they named after Nat Turner, 
the African American who led the first large scale slave revolt in US history in 1830, and 
openly declared their reason for fighting was for the manumission of slavery in the US.  
Many of these Marxists such as Joseph Weydemeyer and August Willich became high-
ranking officers during the war and were decorated after for their leadership.  Although in 
England during the war, Marx also contributed to the Union’s struggle against slavery.  
As head of the First International of workers, Marx influenced working class opinion in 
England into an anti-slavery protest that helped keep England from intervening in the US 
Civil War on the side of the Confederacy.  Near the war’s end Abraham Lincoln 
personally thanked Marx and the First International for their support both in the US and 
throughout the world.4  However, the war’s end and the abolition of slavery brought more 
questions to the situation of African Americans. 
American Marxists’ attempts at answering the Negro Question continued after the 
Civil War but were quickly put to the test.  Arguably, this was the true beginning of the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 
2 Foster, History of the Communist Party, 38-40. 
 
3 Marx, Selected Works, 242-252; Foster, History of the Communist Party, 43-49.  
 
4 Foster, History of the Communist Party, 47-49. 
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Negro Question.5  After emancipation in 1865, African Americans began to enter the 
labor market and compete for jobs with white workers.  Because many employers pitted 
white workers against black workers in an attempt to lower wages, the trade union 
movement developed in order to stop this and many other grievances.  Chief among these 
groups was the National Labor Union (NLU) that had Marxists in their ranks but was not 
considered a Marxist organization.  The NLU made great strides to mitigate capitalist 
employers’ use of African Americans in the labor force to lower all wages. 
Unfortunately, this was often at the expense of African Americans who were commonly 
let go in order to gain larger salaries for white workers.  By 1870, the continued lack of 
equal representation in the NLU forced African Americans to form their own labor union, 
the National Colored Labor Union (NCLU).  The NCLU garnered great support from 
Karl Marx’s International Workingmen’s Association (IWA) and for several years 
worked in association with the NLU to take important steps toward African American 
betterment in many aspects of life not only labor.6  The NCLU petitioned the US 
government for equality in the eyes of the law, proposed educational reforms for African 
American workers and children, and attempted to set up homesteads and land grants for 
African Americans.  However, after some initial success, the NCLU was disbanded due 
to the extreme pressures of many white workers throughout the US and political tensions 
in the South during the Reconstruction period.7  Although many American Marxists were 
supportive of worker equality for African Americans, many were content to believe that 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 
5 Hakim Adi, Pan-Africanism and Communism:  the Communist International, Africa and the 
Diaspora, 1919-1939 (Trenton:  Africa World Press, 2013), xviii-xix. 
 
6 Foster, History of the Communist Party, 54-55. 
 
7 Ibid, 55. 
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the major issue facing African Americans was a class issue and not one of race and 
therefore did very little to intervene during this period. 
The remainder of the century continued to pose major setbacks for Marxist 
organizations attempting to answer the Negro Question.  This was often due primarily to 
the idea that the Negro Question in America was a class issue and had nothing to do with 
race.  The Socialist Labor Party (SLP) was a prime example of this tendency.  Often 
considered the first national Marxist organization in the United States, the Socialist Labor 
Party was founded in 1876 and was known to assist African Americans in gaining 
representation in unions and to fight for their economic interests.  However, the 
assistance of the SLP usually ended there because they felt that eventual socialism, or 
class equality, would bring an end to the persecution of African Americans.  Therefore, 
the SLP took no steps to intervene or protest any of the egregious acts against African 
Americans such as lynching during this period.8  As well, the SLP did very little to 
support African American farmers in the southern United States, which was where the 
vast majority of African American workers resided and was arguably the main issue of 
the Negro Question.9  Compounding these issues were the many members of the SLP 
who were openly white chauvinists including the party leader, Daniel De Leon, who 
believed African Americans were an inferior race because of their many years spent in in 
servitude during the American slavery period.10  The century ended with very little 
progress made in answering the Negro Question by American Marxists groups. 
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8 Foster, History of the Communist Party, 86-88. 
 
9 Harry Haywood, Negro Liberation (New York:  International Publishers, 1948) 11-20. 
 
10 Foster, History of the Communist Party, 88-89; Philip S. Foner, American Socialism and Black 
Americans:  From the Age of Jackson To World War II (Westport:  Greenwood Press, 1977), 77. 
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The turn of the century in the United States, brought an intensification of the 
Negro question and no resolutions from Marxists organizations.  The formation of the 
Socialist Party (SP) in 1900 brought only a continuation of the ideology that the Negro 
Question in America was one of class and had nothing to do with race.  The Socialist 
Party (SP), much like its forerunner the Socialist Labor Party (SLP), did very little to 
support African Americans in the trade unions and nothing to curb the rampant 
persecution and lynching of African Americans.11  The heightened enforcement of Jim 
Crow laws during this period and the rising numbers of lynching, which increased to an 
estimated 165 per year between the years 1888 and 1920, was met with only indifference 
by the Socialist Party leadership who maintained the strict mantra that class equality 
would rectify all issues.12  Additionally, the SP continued with many of the white 
chauvinist policies as its predecessor, the SLP, and maintained strict Jim Crow laws 
themselves, especially in the South where African American SP members were 
segregated into their own locals that met in a different venue than their white 
constituents.13  These conditions led many African Americans to turn away from the SP 
and seek assistance from other groups or develop their own.   
The lead up to World War I witnessed African Americans forming their own 
groups in order to find answers to the Negro question in America.  This was due to the 
ineffectiveness of Marxist organizations such as the Socialist Party.  These groups were 
formed specifically to combat all forms of discrimination against African Americans.  Dr. 
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11 Foster, History of the Communist Party, 114-115. 
 
12 Haywood, Negro Liberation, 169. 
 
13 Foster, History of the Communist Party, 114-115. 
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W.E.B Dubois and William Monroe Trotter formed one of the first and more prominent 
of these groups called the Niagara Movement in 1905.  The Niagara Movement was a 
controversial organization because it openly petitioned for African American equality in 
all aspects of American life.  Additionally, the leaders of the Niagara Movement and their 
followers verbally attacked the prominent African American Booker T. Washington and 
his followers in the press for their moderate ideologies that supported the white 
establishment and considered the struggle for social equality to be “extremist folly.”  For 
these reasons, which were considered extremely radical for the period, the Niagara 
movement is considered by many scholars to be the beginning of the modern African 
American freedom struggle, but was also the reason for its eventual demise 1909.14  
However, many of the former members of the Niagara Movement, including Dubois, 
either became members of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People (NAACP) that formed in 1910 or were part of the group’s development.  Like the 
Niagara Movement, the NAACP took a hard line against lynching, poll taxes, and other 
forms of discrimination against African Americans. Unlike the Niagara movement, the 
NAACP sought more moderate means of protest and encouraged what became known as 
“respectability politics” in order to show the white establishment that African Americans  
were “civilized.”15  While these organizations were more effective than the SP at this 
period for assisting African Americans, they were also formed by middle class African 
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14 Gerald Horne, Black and Red:  W.E.B. Dubois and the Afro-American Response to the Cold 
War, 1944-1963 (Albany:  State University of New York Press, 1986), 1-10; Foster, History of 
the Communist Party, 115. 
 
15 For more on the NAACP’s programs of both anti-lynching and “respectability politics” see, 
Church Family Papers, Box 3, Folder 31, Special Collections, McWherter Library, University of 
Memphis, Memphis, TN.  
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Americans and were directed towards middle class African Americans.  They therefore 
did very little to assist working class African Americans, which was the vast majority of 
African Americans at this time.16  By the time the US joined World War I, African 
Americans were in desperate need of assistance for the working class. 
During World War I, several factors compounded to exacerbate Marxists’ 
inability to find answers to the Negro Question in America.  Among these factors was the 
influx of African Americans to northern US factory cities such as Chicago and New York 
from the farm communities of the South known as the Great Migration.  From 1916-
1919, over one half-million African Americans migrated from the Southern United States 
to the North in search of jobs in the steel and meat packing industries that were in need of 
employees due to so many white workers heading off to the war.17  Unfortunately, a vast 
majority of the African Americans of the Great Migration found very little assistance 
from the trade unions or Marxist organizations like the Socialist Party at this time and 
were grossly underpaid.  As World War I began to grind to an end in 1918, many white 
soldiers began to return home only to find their former jobs no longer available and an 
increased African American population.  In some instances, such as Chicago, this was an 
increase of over 60%.  By 1919, several large Northern US Cities including Chicago were 
engulfed in bloody race riots due to labor and housing issues.18  As well, African 
American Serviceman returned home from the trenches of Europe to discover they were 
still considered second-class citizens even though they had risked their lives for their 
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16 Foster, History of the Communist Party, 115.  
 
17 James R. Grossman, Land of Hope:  Chicago, Black Southerners, and the Great Migration 
(Chicago and London:  The University of Chicago Press, 1989), 4-5. 
 
18 Ibid, 138. 
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country.19  These problems intensified the Negro Question in American to the point that 
many African Americans joined the Jamaican born Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro 
Improvement Association (UNIA), a group that endeavored to return African Americans 
back to Africa in search of a better life.20  As these issues raged for African Americans, 
so did the Socialist Party’s lack of answers to the Negro Question as the SP continued to 
insist that the Negro Question would be answered when the working class won the class 
struggle in America.21  However, events had recently unfolded that caused major changes 
for both the SP and the way Marxists handled the Negro Question. 
The Russian Revolution of 1917 brought significant changes to how Marxists 
handled the Negro Question in America.  When the Bolshevik Party led by V.I Lenin 
took power in Russia in November of 1917 and established the USSR, they became the 
first Marxist country to date.  The effect of the Russian Revolution was monumental to 
Marxists worldwide because they now had a true socialist country.  The Russian 
Revolution’s effect upon the Socialist Party in America was also profound for several 
reasons.  Due to many years of internal strife, the SP had already split into right and left 
wings because of differences over how to treat a number of issues, not the least of which 
was the Negro Question.  In addition, the SP factions were also divided as to whether or 
not to support the newly formed Marxist country. Many of the militant left wing 
members of the SP fully supported the Russian Revolution, while many of the right wing 
did not. In March of 1919, Lenin established the Third, or Communist International 
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19 Harry Haywood, Black Bolshevik:  Autobiography of An Afro-American Communist (Chicago:  
Liberator Press, 1978), 1-4.  
 
20 Adi, Pan-Africanism, 16-19. 
 
21 Ibid, 6. 
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(Comintern or CI), which brought the end to the Second International that operated since 
Karl Marx’s First International had dissolved in the 1880’s.  This sent shockwaves 
through the American Socialist Party, and brought immediate changes to the SP as many 
of the left wing SP members left to form the American Communist Party (CP) loyal to 
the Comintern, a group that eventually became consolidated into the Communist Party 
USA (CPUSA).22 The members of the Third Communist International (Comintern or CI) 
were more militantly determined to find answers to the Negro Question. 
The Communist International (CI) immediately took steps to clarify the Marxist 
position on the Negro Question.  Shortly after the Russian revolution, V.I. Lenin and the 
CI began the process of organizing the international communist movements that sprang 
up after the revolution under the umbrella of the Comintern.  In this process, Lenin 
outlined the important steps necessary to aid the struggling nations and colonies 
throughout the world that were floundering due to the stifling grip of imperialism.23  At 
the Second Comintern Congress in June of 1920, Lenin declared that the CI’s assistance 
to these nations and colonies “cannot be restricted to the bare, formal, purely declaratory 
and actually non-committal recognition of the equality of nations.”  Instead, Lenin 
proposed, “that all communist parties should render direct aid to the revolutionary 
movements among the dependent and under-privileged nations (for example, Ireland, the 
American Negroes, etc.) and in the colonies.”24  Lenin’s declaration elevated African 
Americans to the status of oppressed nation and showed the CI’s intent to no longer avoid 
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22 Foster, History of the Communist Party, 158-159. 
 
23 Adi, Pan-Africanism, 9-10. 
 
24 V. I. Lenin, The Lenin Anthology (New York:  W. W. Norton & Company, 1975), 622. 
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the Negro Question in America by lumping it into the issue of class.  Instead, the CI 
acknowledged the Negro Question’s difference to the class issue and put the Negro 
Question into the perspective of a national question.  This insistence on a more active role 
in answering the Negro Question brought new life to the situation. 
After Lenin’s acknowledgment that the Negro Question was extremely important 
to the overall proletarian revolution, many Marxist organizations in America took new 
steps toward finding solutions to the Negro Question.  Between 1920 and 1922, the many 
American Marxist organizations that formed under the umbrella of the Comintern after 
the Socialist Party splintered made significant attempts to assist African Americans, not 
only in regard to labor unions but also the fight for their basic human rights.  These 
groups openly organized with African Americans and promoted whites and African 
Americans working together to obtain their mutual goals in labor organizations.  These 
Comintern organizations were involved in spearheading labor drives that brought nearly 
20,000 African Americans into trade unions during this period.  As well these 
organizations generally adopted a program that intended to stamp out white chauvinism 
amongst their ranks and fully supported African Americans in their struggle for 
economic, social, and political equality throughout the United States.25  Although the 
Marxist organizations of this period that grew into the Communist Party of America 
(CPUSA) were in no way perfect and entirely attentive to the Negro Question, their 
increased emphasis on the importance of African Americans to the Marxists movement 
brought increased numbers of African Americans to their organizations and to the 
Comintern.    
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25 Foster, History of the Communist Party, 232-234. 
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One of the most important Marxist/Socialist organizations of the period 
attempting to find solutions to the Negro Question, was The African Blood Brotherhood 
for African Liberation and Redemption (ABB).  Formed in 1919 in Harlem by Cyril 
Briggs, the ABB prided itself on being a secretive group of militant race radicals but in 
actuality was a group of intellectuals and activists searching for answers to the Negro 
Question.26  The ABB and their leader Cyril Briggs, a Caribbean immigrant to the US, 
initially supported Garvey’s Back to Africa Movement, but after Lenin’s address at the 
second congress of the Comintern, the ABB became staunch supporters of the 
Communist International.27  Throughout the history of the ABB, members recruited into 
their ranks some of the most important figures of the burgeoning Black Radical 
movement including Claude McKay and Otto Huiswoud.  At the Fourth Congress of the 
Comintern held in Moscow in 1922, McKay and Huiswoud were the “Negro delegates” 
sent by the ABB to attend the congress and addressed the Negro Question, with 
Bolshevik leaders.  The Fourth Congress formally established the Soviet Union’s intent 
to assist with the Negro Question in America and formed a Negro Bureau to insure the 
new policies were carried out.28  This new association between the ABB and the Soviet 
Union opened the door to finding new solutions to the Negro Question, and also 
encouraged many African Americans to study in the Soviet Union in order to devise these 
new solutions.  One of the African Americans searching for solutions to the Negro 
Question, and encouraged to study in the Soviet Union was Harry Haywood.  
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26 Minkah Makalani, In the Cause of Freedom:  Radical Black Internationalism from Harlem to 
London, 1917-1939 (Chapel Hill:  The University of North Carolina Press, 2011), 45. 
 
27 Adi, Pan-Africanism, 14. 
 




The Making of a Black Radical:  Harry Haywood’s Early Years, 1898-1930 
Harry Haywood’s childhood was spent in South Omaha, Nebraska, where he was 
introduced to the “color line” and its abhorrent inequalities. Born in 1898 and named 
Haywood Hall Jr., he was the youngest son of two former slaves, Haywood and Harriet 
Hall.  Haywood’s childhood in South Omaha was spent with his two elder siblings Eppa 
and Otto.1  Haywood describes his early memories of his time there as mostly pleasant as 
he lived in a community of immigrants of many nationalities and everyone got along 
fairly well.  However, Harry’s father never let him or his siblings forget about the 
America of his youth, often telling them stories of their ancestors who spent many years 
in human bondage.  As well, Harry’s father, who had taught himself to read and write, 
often told them stories he had read in his collection of books which included history 
books about the Negro Question in America.  Perhaps the most important lesson Harry 
learned from his father about the color line was when his father was attacked by a group 
of Irish men.  Haywood’s memories of his father’s beaten and bruised face when he 
returned home stuck with him for the remainder of his life.  However, his father’s 
reaction to this event never left him either.  Instead of notifying the police or retaliating in 
any way, Haywood’s father chose to leave South Omaha as the Irish men had demanded 
him to do.  This reaction disturbed Harry greatly and shattered his image of his father  
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forever.2  The remainder of the time Harry lived with his family he witnessed numerous 
events that demonstrated their persistent avoidance of the social inequalities faced by 
African Americans. 
Harry Haywood spent the next few years of his life dealing with the “color line” 
more closely.  In 1913 Harry moved to Minneapolis with his parents after his father’s 
altercation with the white Irish mob.  In Minneapolis, Haywood encountered greater 
racial tension than he did in South Omaha.  Whether the racial inequalities were greater 
in Minneapolis or witnessing his father’s attack had increased Harry’s racial awareness is 
unclear.  Regardless, Harry had a difficult time with racial issues in Minneapolis, 
especially in school, and quickly dropped out to become a bootblack.  Soon, Harry 
became discouraged with Minneapolis altogether and in 1915 moved to Chicago to find a 
better life.  Shortly upon arriving, Harry found work as a server in hotel but due to 
unequal treatment and pay he left to find a better position.  It was at this period he was 
first introduced to union organizing as he contemplated joining the waiter’s Union.  In the 
end he never joined primarily because most African American waiters in the Union 
warned him of the rampant racism of the organization.  The following few years 
Haywood worked a series of server potions throughout Chicago until he joined the Army 
in late 1917 as the United States prepared to enter World War I.3  
Haywood’s life changed drastically during World War I and the immediate years 
that followed in ways that caused him to seek resolution to the Negro Question in 
America.  Haywood joined the African American Eighth Regiment of the US Army on 
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July 28, 1917, which he viewed less like a US military organization and more like a club 
for Race Men;4 he later confessed about his enlistment in his autobiography:  “It seems 
now, as I look back upon it, that patriotism was the least of my motives.”5  Immediately 
Haywood encountered the prevalent racism in the US Army.  His basic training was in 
Houston where a bloody riot had recently transpired between African Americans and 
their white commanding officers that left thirteen African Americans executed and forty-
one sentenced to life imprisonment.6  The recency of these events left considerable 
tension in the area, and instilled little confidence in Haywood that he would find racial 
equality in the military.  Stationed in France during 1918, Haywood once again 
encountered blatant discrimination when his Eighth Regiment was incorporated into the 
French Army and US Army commanders instructed the French officers on how African 
Americans should be treated.  However, although white American officers insisted that 
the French treat the Black soldiers in a fashion that mimicked Jim Crow in the US, “the 
French,” according to Haywood, “treated Blacks well - that is, as human beings.”7  
Unfortunately, upon his return home to Chicago Haywood was once again introduced to 
Jim Crow and the violence that often followed in its wake.8  Returning in the summer of 
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1919, he found Chicago embroiled in bloody race riots that would be repeated in several 
larger cities throughout the US during the summer known as the “Red Summer.”9  As 
well, smaller regions of the US such as Elaine, Arkansas encountered these riots which 
were often so severe that state militias were called in to put them down.  When white and 
black sharecroppers attempted to form a union in Elaine, Arkansas to protest low cotton 
prices, outraged white owners of the farms opened fire on the unionizer’s meeting.  The 
union organizers fired back turning the meeting into a bloody battle that lasted several 
days and eventually became a justification to kill African Americans at random.  By the 
time the state militia finally stopped the riot, over 300 African Americans had been 
massacred.10  Because of these riots and their aftermath, Haywood began the search for 
answers to the inequality he dealt with on a daily basis. 
 For the next few years in Chicago, Haywood encountered and dismissed several 
ideologies and their organizations as he searched for answers to the Negro Question.  
After the War, Haywood continued to work as a server for a while but eventually became 
a postal worker.  While employed at the Post Office, he formed a discussion group that 
attended leftist rallies throughout Chicago and attempted to work with other groups with 
potentially similar political platforms.  The first group was the NAACP, but Haywood 
and his fellow members were quickly turned off by the NAACP’s extremely moderate 
approach to fighting racial inequality.  Although Haywood was at first drawn to the 
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NAACP’s stance in fighting lynch mobs before WWI, he quickly realized the upper class 
leadership of the group, “…now offered no tangible proposals for meeting the rampant 
anti-Black violence and joblessness of the post-war period.”11  Next, Haywood and his 
group became interested in Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro Improvement Association 
(UNIA).  Haywood’s interest in the UNIA revolved around the cultural aspects of the 
movement that emphasized racial pride and self-reliance for African Americans, but he 
was never able to fully accept the movement’s “Back to Africa” stance.  For Haywood, 
“Back to Africa” was “…unreal and a dangerous diversion which could only lead to 
desertion of the struggle for our rights in the USA.”12  In 1922, when the UNIA was 
rumored to have the support of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK), Haywood felt vindicated in his 
decision to dismiss Garvey’s organization.13  Also around this time, Haywood’s 
discussion club collapsed but his brother was about to introduce him to an important new 
ideology.  
On a visit to New York City in 1922, Haywood reunited with his brother Otto 
whom he had not seen since his return from WWI.  During their separation, Otto had 
joined the Worker’s Party, a group that was soon consolidated into the Communist Party 
USA (CPUSA).  It was through Otto that Harry was introduced to the writings of Marx, 
Engels, and Lenin, and he became a fast adherent of the communist/socialist ideology.  
Haywood wanted to join the Worker’s Party but there was no chapter in Chicago.  As an 
alternative, Otto encouraged him to join Cyril Briggs’ African Blood Brotherhood 
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(ABB), an organization often considered the first African American Communist Party in 
the US, which had a chapter in Chicago.14  Through this organization Haywood became 
aligned with the Communist Party of the United States of America (CPUSA) and joined 
the Young Communist League (YCL), the youth division of the CPUSA, in early 1924.15  
Haywood became a very prominent member of this group and by the years’ end was 
considered a top candidate to be sent to Russia to study at the University of the Toilers 
College of the East (KUTV).  At this point, Haywood was already in fear of being 
watched by the FBI due to his association with the CPUSA.  In response, he legally 
changed his name by combining his mother’s first name, Harriet, and his father’s first 
name, Haywood.16  He applied for a passport and anxiously awaited his departure to the 
Soviet Union.   
Harry Haywood’s time in the Soviet Union was integral to his future endeavors in 
the CPUSA and the Black Freedom Struggle.  Arriving in the Soviet Union in early 1925, 
Haywood studied at the KUTV with many future stalwarts of African American 
Communism including Maude Katz and Louise Thompson, two women who articulated 
the “triple threat” (Black, female, and communist) long before Claudia Jones argued 
against it or the Combahee River Collective defined the term.17  As well, Haywood met 
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William Patterson at this time and they remained lifelong friends.18  Patterson was a 
young attorney who joined the CPUSA due to the Sacco-Vanzetti trial and later became a 
prominent lawyer for the International Labor Defense (ILD), the legal division of the 
CPUSA.19  During this period, Haywood once again reunited with his brother Otto who 
had arrived with the first delegation of African American students the previous year to 
study at the KUTV and they worked hard to become fluent in Russian together.20  Many 
of the instructors they worked with were former soldiers and revolutionaries who had 
participated in the Russian Revolutions of 1917 and the Civil War that followed.  In 
addition to the Marxist-Leninist education, these instructors educated Haywood about 
revolutionary tactics and how to use them to bring about changes.21  However, 
Haywood’s time at the KUTV was coming to an end. 
Due to Harry Haywood’s promise as a theoretician, he was promoted to the elite 
Lenin School in 1927.  First established in 1926 by the Communist International 
(Comintern or CI), the Lenin School was developed as an institution with three-year 
courses for intensive study of communist theory and higher political development than 
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the KUTV offered.22  It was a school of extreme prestige in the international communist 
movement and when Haywood was offered a spot the CPUSA wasted no time finding the 
funds to bankroll his enrollment there.23  When Haywood was admitted to the Lenin 
School he became the first African American student to attend the college and he quickly 
began to study Lenin’s writings about the “Negro Question” in America.24  In addition, 
he studied the work of Marx, especially his work regarding the American Civil War, and 
met many communists from around the world including those in colonized countries.  
The most prominent of these countries to Haywood was Ireland.  To Haywood, the plight 
of the Irish in their struggles against the British had the most parallels to the struggles 
faced by African Americans.  Haywood was not alone in this belief; Lenin had felt the 
same way and he often conflated the two groups and emphasized their importance to the 
International Communist Revolution.25  Therefore, Haywood worked very closely with 
the Irish Communists to learn as much as possible about the Irish struggle.  Haywood 
later noted in his autobiography, “I was shortly to find these observations applicable to 
the liberation movement of U.S. Blacks.”26  However, arguably the most important 
person for Haywood’s theoretical development during his tenure at the Lenin School 
came in the form of a Soviet student.  
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Harry Haywood’s relationship with Nikolai Nasanov was the catalyst for the 
development of the ideology of “self-determination” for African Americans.  It was 
through interactions with Nasanov that Haywood eventually developed his most famous 
solution to the Negro Question.  Nikolais Nasanov was a Siberian born member of the 
Young Communist International (YCI) of the Soviet Union who had spent several years 
organizing for the YCI in several countries including the United States and China.27 
Haywood had met Nasanov earlier in 1924 in the United States but it they did not strike 
up their strong friendship until Nasanov returned to the Soviet Union to train at the Lenin 
School in 1927.  During Nasanov’s travels, he had worked extensively with Lenin’s 
theories about the colonial and national question and had come to agreement with Lenin 
that the African American population should be considered an oppressed nation.  
Additionally, Nasanov had theorized that since African Americans were a nation, they 
also had the right to self-determination, meaning that they were not just an oppressed 
minority but an oppressed nation that had the right to break off from the US.28  In fact, 
Nasanov theorized that this was the only way for African Americans to gain equality, 
especially in the southern United States, contending:  “For in fact, in the South, self-
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equality.”29   
Although Haywood was intrigued by Nasanov’s theories about self-determination 
for African Americans, he was still hesitant to accept this as a solution to the Negro 
Question.  However, as he studied more at the Lenin School he became increasingly 
inclined toward the position.  At the point when Haywood first learned about “self-
determination” for African Americans from Nasanov, he was concerned about where the 
“assumed Black nation” would be located.30  Up to this point, all African American 
nationalist movements had emphasized setting up a “Black nation” outside of the US and 
Haywood considered this counterintuitive to equality for African Americans.  On the 
other hand, Haywood believed, the notion of a Black nation within the United States 
borders was unrealistic.  As Haywood studied more about the idea of self-determination 
and the Negro Question as a national question he discovered it was not new.  Lenin had 
touched on the idea of African Americans as an oppressed “nation within a nation” as 
early as 1920.31  The Fourth Congress of the Comintern also touched on the “nation 
within a nation” theory as well as elaborated about the borders of the “Black Belt” region 
of the US.  Haywood saw this region as an area that encompassed twelve southern states 
and was home to two thirds of the African American population at this time.32  Therefore, 
“all self-determination means,” Haywood formulated, “is that Black people have the 
right—in their area of major concentration, the Black Belt—to whatever degree of self 
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government they find necessary to guarantee equality.”  Furthermore, “without this 
power to enforce their rights, equality is but an empty phrase.”33  Haywood 
acknowledged how it differed from Garvey’s Back to Africa Movement because it 
asserted African Americans’ right to equality within the US without returning to Africa.  
As well, Haywood became a major proponent of the “self-determination” for African 
Americans ideology.34  The interactions with Nasanov at the Lenin School helped set the 
stage for next big event in Haywood’s life and arguably the most important.   
The Sixth Congress of the Communist International of the Soviet Union took 
place in 1928 and featured a section dedicated to the reexamination of the Negro 
Question in America.  Haywood was part of the Negro Commission of the twenty-third 
session of the Sixth Congress and he wasted no time in offering a draft thesis he had 
worked up with Nasanov.35  Haywood and his fellow Lenin School comrade had turned 
their many discussions about self-determination for African American into a working 
resolution that attacked several issues concerning the Negro Question.  Chief among 
them was the notion that fighting Jim Crow and developing anti-lynching campaigns, 
especially in the southern U.S., could never build a mass movement.  Instead, Haywood 
and Nasanov argued the problem was that African Americans in the Southern US were 
treated secondary due to issues of white chauvinism in the party that relegated them to a 
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subordinate role in the class struggle.36  Therefore, if the Negro Question in America was 
viewed as a national yearning for self-determination that demanded full social and 
political equality, one could see the importance of race in America to the class struggle.  
“Race,” according to Haywood’s resolution, “is defined as device of national oppression, 
a smokescreen thrown up by the class enemy, to hide the underlying economic and social 
conditions involved in Black oppression and to maintain the division of the working 
class.”37 Additionally, Haywood argued, “…the Black freedom struggle is a 
revolutionary movement in its own right, directed against the very foundations of U.S. 
imperialism.38  These arguments formed the basis of what became the “Black Belt 
Thesis,”39 which declared the Southern United States (with the highest African American 
population) an oppressed “nation within a nation” deserving of full social and political 
equality.40  However, this initial proposal caused considerable controversy. 
When Haywood introduced the thesis he formulated with Nasanov at the Sixth 
Congress of the Communist International, heated debates erupted.  The immediate 
response was from the other members of the Negro Commission who felt the thesis was 
formulated by “two self-appointed comrades” and was not representative of the opinion  
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of the Negro Commission as a whole.41  Past that point, several members of the Negro 
Commission contended that the writers of the thesis clearly did not understand the 
difference between a racial minority and a national minority.  These members of the 
Commission insisted that the answer to the Negro Question was found in winning 
equality in the US and was never dependent upon the formation of a separate nation 
regardless of its location.  Overall, the opposition to Haywood and Nasanov’s argument 
was overwhelming; the vast majority of the Negro Commission disregarded the thesis 
including Haywood’s brother Otto who was also a member of the Committee.  Haywood 
and Nasanov’s thesis and its outcomes at the Sixth Congress caused a rift between the 
two brothers that was never repaired due to Otto’s strong rejection of the emphasis of 
African Americans as an autonomous Black nation centered in the southern US.42  
Regardless of the opposition from the Negro Commission, however, the Soviet leadership 
was very receptive to Haywood’s ideas, and accepted a somewhat diluted version of the 
thesis.  
The Soviet line with regard to the Negro Question in America after the Sixth 
Congress reflected the Soviet dedication to enforcing many aspects of Haywood and 
Nasanov’s “Black Belt Thesis.”  The most important of these aspects being that race in 
the US had national implications and therefore needed special consideration due to its 
importance to the class struggle.  The Soviet line thus developed congruently with 
Lenin’s emphasis that race was as important to class in America, and that the African 
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American freedom movement was its own revolution.43  As well, the Soviet line 
indicated that American communists should aid their fellow African American comrades 
in their anti-lynching campaigns and their fight against Jim Crow throughout the United 
States.  As for segregation and subordinating the African American cause within the 
American Party, the Soviet line insisted “energetic struggle against any exhibition of 
white chauvinism” within the party.44  Although the new Soviet directives did not use the 
terms “self-determination” or “Black nation,” the implications were evident and placed 
new emphasis upon finding a resolution to the Negro Question in America.     
However, implementing the new Soviet line in the United States was easier said 
than done.  Over the next two years the CPUSA worked diligently to institute the new 
approach that put greater emphasis upon the Negro Question in America.  Unfortunately, 
this process was slow moving because many of the CPUSA members were reluctant to 
place the racial struggle in America on the same pedestal as the class struggle.  As one 
CPUSA leader informed the Central Committee, while CPUSA members were content 
with declaring the slogan “The Communist Party fights relentlessly against all forms of 
race discrimination and is the only party that can lead the Negroes to emancipation from 
racial oppression” they were quite unwilling to enact this slogan.  This CPUSA leader 
continued, with respect to CPUSA members’ work with African Americans, “At the same 
time, the central demands in all of our Negro work, complete political, social, and racial 
equality is omitted.”  When referencing pamphlets from CPUSA branches throughout the 
US, the CPUSA leader stated that “The demand for self-determination is abstractly and 
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incorrectly stated” and that “…there is no call for solidarity of the white workers with the 
Negro Workers.”45  This exemplifies the difficulties of implementing the new solution to 
the Negro Question in a country were Jim Crow was staunchly entrenched into the fabric 
of society and continued until late 1930. 
Now back in the US, Haywood was appointed executive member of the Central 
Committee of the CPUSA in charge of Negro Affairs in order to correct the CPUSA’s 
inability to strongly enact the new Soviet line.  Haywood had returned to the United 
States in November of 1930 after being in the Soviet Union for nearly five years.46  
During his time in Russia, many important things had transpired for the CPUSA and the 
United States, including the Great Depression and the passing of the “Black Belt Thesis” 
by the Communist International.  Since the party had such a difficult time implementing 
the policy amongst American Communists, Haywood was appointed to CPUSA’s Central 
Committee as the head of the newly formed Negro Administration, a group dedicated to 
showing the CPUSA’s commitment to the Black Belt Thesis.  Therefore, Haywood began 
to purge the CPUSA of members who refused to support the new Soviet line and many 
members were dismissed from the party.47  The most prominent of these dismissals was 
that of CPUSA member named August Yokinen in Harlem who not only refused to aid a 
fellow African American communist, but also helped the mob that attacked him.48  
Throughout this period in the early 1930’s the CPUSA leadership supported Haywood 
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and the CPUSA soon recruited many African Americans seeking a solution to the Negro 
Question.  At this point Haywood directed his energies toward organizing African 
Americans not only in the Black Belt southern US but throughout the country.49  This 
obligation took Haywood into some of the most important communist battlegrounds of 








Harry Haywood and Communist Organizing In Memphis, 1930-1934  
In early 1934, the newly formed Southern Tenant Farmers Union (STFU) moved 
their headquarters from Tyronza, Arkansas, to Memphis. This was a strange move for a 
group that exhibited communist tendencies, primarily biracial labor organizing.  So why 
did an organization with communist tendencies feel they were safer in Memphis, a city 
many historians describe as not welcoming to communism during the interwar period due 
to E. H. Crump’s political machine and the respectability politics of Robert Church Jr.? 
Even though historians have downplayed the role of communism in Memphis, a closer 
examination of communist organizing in Memphis in 1933 by the Black Bolshevik Harry 
Haywood suggests that a communist nexus formed in Memphis in the early 1930’s and 
its tendrils exposed the limits of political power in the city.  Therefore, organizations such 
as the STFU and the Memphis Socialist Party that gained important social, political, and 
economic footholds for African Americans during the interwar period, felt comfortable 
enough to operate there during the 1930’s.  
In March 1931 nine African American youths were accused of raping two white 
women on a train bound for Memphis.  The arrest and subsequent trials of the young 
men, dubbed the Scottsboro Boys trial, brought a renewed need for the CPUSA and its 
African American organizer, Harry Haywood, to establish the new Soviet line in the 
South.  Coming just weeks after the Yokinin trial, CPUSA leadership viewed the case as 
an opportunity to both fight white chauvinism within their ranks and to showcase the  
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brutality of southern law.1 Shortly after the young men were arrested they were quickly 
brought to trial in Scottsboro, Alabama and sentenced to death even though the lawyers 
for the young men had proven that the two women were prostitutes who had decided to 
say they were raped to avoid being arrested for prostitution on the train.  The CPUSA 
intervened when they discovered the women were lying and sent their team of lawyers, 
the International Labor Defense (ILD), to defend the boys.2  William Patterson, former 
roommate of Haywood at the KUTV, was now secretary of the ILD and he pulled 
considerable resources from the CPUSA while appealing the young men’s sentences.  As 
the appeal process progressed, the CPUSA attempted to have famed lawyer Clarence 
Darrow to help with the process.  Finally, in November of 1932, the US Supreme Court 
overturned Scottsboro Boys’ convictions on the grounds of ineffectual council and 
granted all of the young men a new trial.3  While this case gained notoriety, the CPUSA 
decided to send Haywood and other organizers to find and assist other incidents in the 
South similar to the Scottsboro Boys’ case. 
  The CPUSA’s tour of the “Black Belt” Southern US in late 1932 was in response 
to the national and international attention brought to the plight of African Americans in 
the South by the Scottsboro Boys’ case.  This case was a major moment in the CPUSA 
and African American relationship history.  Initially discovered by CPUSA organizer 
James Allen from a radio report while driving through the area, Allen immediately 
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notified CPUSA leadership.4  Within weeks the CPUSA had the ILD take charge of the 
case and made sure it was receiving national publicity.  Although the NAACP already 
knew about the case, its leaders were reluctant to help because they were initially unsure 
about the innocence of the young men.5  Their hesitation enabled the CPUSA to take 
control of the case and all of the publicity surrounding it, including interviews with the 
mothers of the young men.  The CPUSA publications of the trial were not only in the US 
but throughout the world.  By the time the NAACP mounted an argument to the parents 
of the young men that they were being used for “communist propaganda,” the trial was 
already in the spotlight.  Demonstrations erupted around the globe in Havana, Berlin, 
Japan, Russia, and many other countries as protesters demanded the “Scottsboro Boys” 
be set free.6  These international protests were very significant for African Americans in 
the US because it showed the CPUSA was dedicated to seeking possible solutions to the 
Negro Question.  Many African Americans left the NAACP and joined the CPUSA at 
this time because they viewed the NAACP as ineffectual during the Scottsboro defense.7  
By late 1932, Haywood and other CPUSA leaders decided it was the perfect time to take 
advantage of this momentum and seek out other potential Scottsboro situations in the 
southern United States.     
The CPUSA organizers’ first two stops in the South on their way to Memphis 
were at pivotal battleground areas for the CPUSA and the Black Freedom Struggle.  
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Haywood arrived in Birmingham, Alabama in early 1933.  He spent several weeks there 
organizing the sharecroppers in the region.  His meetings with noted African American 
organizers such as Hosea Hudson and Al Murphy were extremely important to the 
Alabama communist movement as a whole, a movement whose importance is outlined in 
Kelley’s seminal work Hammer and Hoe.8  Haywood’s next stop was Atlanta to meet 
with Benjamin Davis, lawyer for Angelo Herndon.  Herndon’s case garnered national 
attention alongside the Scottsboro Boys’ case with regard to the Black Freedom Struggle 
and the CPUSA.  Herndon was arrested in July 1932 for organizing Black workers and 
sentenced to several years in prison under an archaic law.  When Haywood met with 
Benjamin Davis they worked together for several weeks to appeal Herndon’s sentence.9  
Herndon was eventually released in 1934, to much adulation.  This event is considered 
another reason many African Americans turned to the Communist Party.10  However, 
Haywood and the CPUSA’s next stop in the South was Memphis and it was arguably 
their most important. 
The political culture of Memphis during the interwar period was dominated by the 
“Crump Machine” on the white chauvinist side and the respectability politics of the Black 
Republican Robert Church Jr. on the African American side.  Crump’s political prowess 
was so stifling in the interwar period that by the 1930’s, all political decisions in 
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Memphis were originated and approved by him.11  As well, the vast majority of 
politicians holding office were placed there by Crump, not only in Memphis but also 
throughout West Tennessee.  If this was not enough, Crump had spies throughout the 
region that reported any slights directed toward his machine regardless of how small.12 
Additionally, Robert Church Jr. kept African Americans from straying into anything 
outside of legal organizations.  A longtime member of the Republican Party and the 
NAACP, the millionaire Church only used these lines of support to encourage respectable 
protest to atrocities against African Americans.  As well, Crump monitored many of 
Church’s movements and they were often on the same page about the direction Memphis 
took on any given issue.13  These factors made it difficult for an ideology such as 
communism that was diametrically opposed to Crump’s machine, to make any headway.  
Many scholars believe that Communism was not active in Memphis because of 
the political prowess of E. H. Crump.  Shortly after World War I, Crump built a political 
machine in Memphis that is considered the longest running example of “Bossism” in US 
history.  His ability to control the political fortunes of many on the local, state, and 
national levels is well documented.  In the 1920’s he was credited with helping elect all 
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the candidates opposed to Ku Klux Klan candidates in Memphis and West Tennessee.14  
In the 1930’s he had Watkins Overton elected Mayor and was considered the reason 
Franklin D. Roosevelt carried the state of Tennessee in the 1932 presidential election by 
Roosevelt himself.15  It is hardly surprising that a man of this stature is considered one of 
the reasons the communist Party could never gain a foothold in Memphis. 
 E. H. Crump was born in Holly Springs Mississippi but made his name in 
Memphis.  Born in 1874 the son of a cotton planter and Confederate Army officer, 
Crump spent his formative years in Mississippi.  He left for Memphis at the age of 
nineteen when his family fell on hard times after the death of his father during a yellow 
fever epidemic common to the Delta region after the Civil War.16  Arriving in Memphis 
in 1894, Crump worked many menial labor positions until he married into the wealthy 
McLean family shortly after the turn of the century.  Crump started his own insurance 
business shortly after his marriage and through connections with the McLean family he 
soon became fairly wealthy.17  In 1906 he decided to try his hand at politics when he was 
elected a member of the board of public works supervisors.  This was the beginning of 
his political career that encompassed holding the political offices of mayor, city 
commissioner, and member of the Tennessee House of representatives. 
 Yet, Crump’s power was not derived from the political offices he held but by the 
political machine he built.  Shortly after his first mayoral tenure ended with his ouster due 
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to neglect of duties, Crump began a campaign to insulate himself from public attack and 
maintain his power even while not holding a political office.18  In 1916 he became Shelby 
County trustee, a coveted position because the trustee was allowed to pocket large 
portions of fees and fines collected.  Instead of holding on to this money, however, 
Crump used the money to fund his own candidates that he knew he could control.  From 
the end of WWI and throughout the 1920’s, Crump used this position to consolidate his 
power and establish a network of office holders that were all beholden to him, not only in 
Memphis but throughout West Tennessee.19  By the 1930’s, Crump was an extremely 
powerful man well positioned to keep any opposition to him out of the city. 
 One of the keys to the machine Crump built during the interwar period was to 
sway the large African American population.  Instead of treating African Americans like 
pests that needed to be exterminated, he treated them like infants that needed to be 
constantly shown how to do things, a philosophy dubbed “paternalistic racism” by some 
historians.20 Crump established this position in the early 1920’s by removing the KKK 
from Memphis politics and vowing to protect African Americans from indiscriminate 
danger.  He also did this by paying the poll taxes for African Americans so they were 
able to vote at every election.  Naturally they would vote for their benevolent 
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benefactor’s favorite candidates.21  Throughout the 1920’s, Crump nurtured this 
relationship in the political realm to extraordinary levels. 
 Crump not only exploited African Americans for political gains but also for their 
labor potential, something any good communist fought against.  Harnessing the potential 
of the notorious “southern wage” that paid African Americans one-third the wage of 
white workers, Crump used this in the 1930’s to attract major industrialist to the area.  By 
1933 Ford Motor Company, Firestone, and International Harvester had all moved to the 
area because of what Crump offered them with regard to cheap labor.  This coincided 
with a period in which communists attempted to organize Black and white workers 
together throughout the US for equal pay.  Crump was fully aware of this threat and had 
many African American spies, known affectionately as “brown screws,” infiltrating the 
African American community to ensure that his system was not upset by any group such 
as the communists.22  It is hardly surprising that historians feel that Crump kept all 
communists out of Memphis during this period in fear of them undermining his powerful 
and lucrative position. 
 Another strong player in the anticommunism game in Memphis during this period 
was the African American Robert Church Jr.  Known to most as “Bob” Church, he was a 
staunch Republican with strong ties to the African American community in Memphis.  
Undoubtedly, Church had great faith that the party of Lincoln was best suited to help 
African Americans in his region.  Church was also a strong believer in the abilities of the 
NAACP to affect social change for African Americans.  And though he was opposed to 
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Crump on many issues, anticommunism was likely one issue upon which they agreed.  
Therefore, any chance of making inroads into the African American community through 
Church was highly unlikely.23 
 Robert Church Jr. was born in Memphis to one of the wealthiest African 
American families in the US.  His father, Robert Church Sr., was the son of a white river 
boat captain and was able to purchase a saloon on Beale Street shortly after the Civil 
War.  Church Sr. used his earnings from the saloon to purchase large portions of real 
estate along Beale St. and transformed the area into a center of commercial activity and 
community life for African Americans.  When Church Jr. was born in 1885, his family 
owned over 400 properties in Memphis (including several lucrative brothels that 
employed only white women) and had their own park and auditorium on Beale Street.24  
By 1906, the family owned and operated the first African American bank in Memphis 
history, the Solvent Savings Bank and Trust Company.25  Like his father, Church Jr. 
dedicated his life and wealth to fighting for equality for African Americans.  Also like his 
father, Church Jr. was a prominent member of the Republican Party and felt the party had 
the answers to many of the race problems in the US.   
 Church Jr. first formed his strong ties to the Republican Party as a young boy 
when he met Teddy Roosevelt, who gave an address at the Church Family Park and  
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Auditorium during his presidency in 1902.26  From that moment on, Church Jr. was a 
dedicated member of the Republican Party who consistently recruited African Americans 
into the Republican Party through the Lincoln League that he founded in Memphis in 
1916 solely for this purpose.27  The Republican Party was split into two factions at this 
period.  The “black-and-tan” faction allowed African Americans while the “lily white” 
faction excluded African Americans.  The “lily whites” were the dominant faction of the 
Republican Party in the West Tennessee region until Church started the Lincoln League 
and was able to put the “black and tans” in the dominant role of the Republican Party in 
West Tennessee due to his African American recruitment abilities.28  This dedication to 
the party brought him national attention from the Republicans and put him into close 
personal contact with many prominent party members during the interwar period such as 
Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover.29  The Republican Party was clearly the primary source 
of political assistance to Robert Church Jr. and his quest for answers to the Negro 
Question. 
 Church Jr. was also a dedicated member of the NAACP.  In fact, Church formed 
the first southern US chapter of the NAACP in Memphis in 1917 at the behest of his 
friend James Weldon Johnson.  Johnson was field secretary of the NAACP at the time 
and had come to Memphis to investigate the brutal lynching of Ell Person, a black 
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woodchopper.  Person was accused of murdering a white teenage girl, and was burned at 
the stake without a trial.30  Once Church formed the chapter, he was immediately elected 
to the Executive Board of the NAACP and quickly began working on many anti-lynching 
campaigns in Memphis, even going so far as to develop secret codes for discussing 
lynching with other board members.31  Although the NAACP worked mostly 
underground in Memphis during the 1920’s, they became a much more accepted fixture 
in Memphis during the next decade due to their moderate approach and rarely met with 
any backlash. 
 The relationship between Crump and Church during the interwar period was 
established early, and although they were far from amiable allies, they both wielded great 
power in Memphis that was contingent upon their mutual approval.  As early as 1911, 
Church formed the Colored Citizens Association (CCA) that worked alongside Crump to 
ensure Black voter support in exchange for concessions for African Americans such as 
city jobs and African American parks.32  Initially this support was directed toward Crump 
only, but once Crump’s machine was fully in place by the early 1920’s these concessions 
were expected of all Crump candidates.  In turn, Church used his organizations such as 
the Lincoln League to bring the Black vote in Memphis, and later the West Tennessee 
Civic and Political League to bring Crump Black voter support throughout the West 
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Tennessee region.33  Clearly Crump and Church had a mutually beneficial relationship 
that superseded any party alliances, either Democratic or Republican, and guarded this 
relationship by protecting each other’s local interests. 
 Outside of the support of the Republican Party and the NAACP, Church was well 
insulated by the Crump Machine and did not need anything the communist party had to 
offer.  Church was treated as an equal by Crump in the political theater and was nearly 
always consulted when Crump made decisions that affected African American voters.  
On a more personal level, Church was well protected by the courts in Memphis that were 
maintained primarily by Crump’s cronies.  In 1933 when Church was arrested for 
reckless driving, a charge that often brought severe consequences for an African 
American in the Jim Crow south, his charge was dismissed well before his court date.34 
Therefore, it is evident to most historians that between the Republican Party, the 
NAACP, and Church’s behind the scenes contract with Crump, any association with the 
Communist party by Church was out of the question because it weakened his position in 
Memphis. 
By 1933, the CPUSA was quite familiar with the incredible difficulties of gaining 
a foothold in Memphis.  The first attempts of CPUSA organizing in Memphis occurred in 
1930 at the behest of visiting Southwestern University professor Horace Davis and his 
wife Marion who reached out to the party because of the extreme brutality they witnessed 
towards African Americans.35  When the CPUSA organizers arrived, Crump and his 
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officials initially allowed them permission to hold rallies and organize.  However, after 
Crump’s police commissioner Clifford Davis heard rumors about the CPUSA’s intent to 
fight for racial equality, he quickly revoked their permits and began to harass them 
severely.36  A series of “red baiting”37 incidents followed as many local citizens were 
jailed or accused of conspiring with the CPUSA to bring down the local government.38  
The situation became so extreme that even a visitor to Memphis was jailed simply for 
asking if any radical meetings were taking place in town.39  The Memphis police’s 
violent reactions to communism finally calmed down when Professor Horace Davis and 
his wife were essentially kicked out of Memphis.40  At this point, the CPUSA pulled out 
of Memphis and the Memphis “red scare” died down a bit.  Although some minor 
communist activity was reported in Memphis during 1932, nothing substantive was ever 
documented by CPUSA members.41  Many CPUSA members were fully aware of these 
setbacks, including Haywood who referred to Memphis as a “hard nut to crack.”42    
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In 1933, CPUSA organizers arrived in a city known not only for communist 
bashing, but also for its brutal treatment of African Americans.  According to CPUSA 
reports given to Haywood, since the mid 1920’s Memphis commonly had the highest 
murder rate in the US, primarily due to the amount of African Americans murdered at the 
hands of local law enforcement.43  Although Crump is often noted for his fair treatment 
of African Americans due to their potential as workers and voters, he also vehemently 
enforced the Jim Crow line.44 When Crump and the candidates he supported defeated the 
Ku Klux Klan (KKK) party and drove them out of politics in West Tennessee in 1924, 
Crump certainly did not drive them out of the area.  Instead, Crump hired one of the 
candidates, Clifford Davis (allegedly a high ranking KKK member), to be the police 
commissioner.  Davis became notorious for hiring only white police officers that were 
members of the KKK and were all heavy handed when it came to policing African 
Americans.  Many of these officers were severely underpaid and reputed to be on the 
police force only because of the power they were allowed in enforcing their white 
supremacy upon defenseless African Americans.45  They were certainly not a group of 
civil servants African Americans wanted to run up against and Haywood and his fellow 
organizers were fully aware of this information from CPUSA reports filed during the 
previous two years.    
Despite the two larger than life figures of Crump and Church, however, obvious 
signs of Marxist activity were evident in Memphis organizations during the interwar 
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period.  For example, there was a Memphis Socialist Party (MSP) formed in 1932 that 
openly held meetings in Memphis for a large portion of the decade.  Although not as 
“extreme” in thought as the Communist Party (CPUSA), the Memphis Socialist Party 
shared many of the same tenets since both groups derived from the same Marxian 
principals.  Both groups felt that economic, political, and social equality were the answers 
to many of the problems in the US.  However, the Socialist Party was determined to gain 
this equality through peaceful political means whereas the CPUSA felt the only way to 
achieve socialism was through militant actions.46  The MSP worked hard to maintain 
these values in Memphis and to show they were not militant. 
However, upon a closer inspection of their activities, the MSP upheld a public 
identity that was often contradicted in its actions.  The MSP held its first formal meeting 
in May of 1932 and operated under many of the same tenets as other Socialist Parties in 
the USA (SPUSA).47  One of the most important of these tenets being that, unlike the 
CPUSA, they were merely trying to bring equal rights to the laboring classes and not 
attempting to bring down the US government.  To this end, they worked diligently to 
publicly distance themselves from the CPUSA and consistently discussed these 
differences to the media.48  For instance, in a January 1933 article in the Commercial 
Appeal, MSP member William Amberson stated, “so far as known there are now no 
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communists in the organization.”49  However, a closer look at the private 
correspondences and MSP minute books tells a different story.  On many occasions, 
known communists attended the MSP meetings and worked with the MSP to take 
militant action.50  In one instance Robert Mobley, a founding member of the MSP, 
discussed ways to “vigorously protest the slaying of a negro boy named Lowe by third 
degree methods of the Memphis Police” with the Party.51  A number of these known 
communists, such as Herman Engleberg and Joe Norvell, were actually listed as members 
of the MSP and were often asked to tone down communist rhetoric in public formats by 
other MSP members.52  As well, many prominent members of the MSP, like Dr. William 
Amberson, often corresponded with the communists about such things as going to 
conferences that were, “of course backed by the C. P. [Communist Party].”53  
Additionally, MSP members regularly attended Communist Party events both in 
Memphis and throughout the US.54  These points of convergence are strong indicators 
that the public picture the MSP painted was not an indication of their private agenda. 
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Another aspect of the public image of the MSP contradicted by a closer 
examination involved the Socialist Party’s (SPUSA) stance on the Negro question.  The 
most blatant difference between the Socialist Party and the Communist Party was the 
Socialist Party’s ideology that the Negro Question in America was a class issue and not 
deserving of a special category.  In other words, the Socialist Party believed that the issue 
of race was not as important as class and carried on under many of the racist and 
segregated lines as found throughout American society, especially in the South.55  
Publically, this was a suitable line for the MSP because it followed Jim Crow laws in the 
South as well as kept Crump and his cronies appeased.  However, much like their 
associations with the Communist Party (CPUSA), the MSP’s public assertions did not 
match their private agenda.  Party minutes often show the MSP working with other 
groups (including the CPUSA) to fight racial violence directed against African 
Americans.56  Often these protests clearly acknowledged that race and class were separate 
issues in the South.  As well, many correspondences between members of the MSP 
indicated that they saw great reward in biracial organizing and worked toward this end on 
many occasions.57  This, of course, was never publicly articulated by the MSP due to 
their policy of strong adherence to Socialist Party (SPUSA) ideology in the public sphere 
as well as their fear of violating Memphis’ Jim Crow laws. 
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Alongside the secretive communist activity of the MSP, by 1933 there were signs 
that Crump was not as omnipresent a politician as in his earlier years.  Fresh off of his 
victory for Roosevelt, Crump was secure in his belief that his spies had everything under 
control.  Unfortunately for Crump, this was not true in the African American community.  
Although he had many spies in the Black community, it is clear that the “brown screws” 
were fairly ineffectual by 1933 because they were easily identified by African 
Americans.58  As well, regarding Crump’s great fear of communists, little evidence is 
found about this by 1933.59  Crump’s city commissioners were instructed to let 
communists organize in a contained environment and by no means let them incite 
officials into causing a scene that communists could exploit and turn into a national 
incident with Memphis at the center.60  These examples suggest Crump was no longer 
concerned about (nor paying attention to) organizations he deemed “radical” such as the 
CPUSA provided their organizing was contained.  
As for Church, by 1933 he was not only missing from the organizations he 
formerly advocated for, but he arguably no longer encouraged “respectability politics” to 
African Americans in Memphis.  In February of 1932, Church resigned from the 
executive board of the NAACP claiming that he felt the party was now a fixture in 
Memphis and no longer needed his assistance.  In his resignation letter, which 
coincidentally was sent around the time the NAACP was shown to be ineffective in the 
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Scottsboro protests, he insinuated that he felt the party had reached its limits with regard 
to helping African Americans in their quest for equality in Memphis.61  Church’s 
resignation set off a series of events in the media when the NAACP President at the time, 
Walter White, argued that Church had not quit because they had already begun to replace 
him before he resigned.  In fact, Walter White wrote a letter to the Chicago Defender in 
which he stated, “the nominating committee, appointed by the board, recommended that 
his [Church Jr.] place be filled by Mr. William Allen White, the distinguished writer and 
editor.  Shortly after this action Mr. Church wrote me his resignation.”62  Needless to say, 
this caused Church to have even less faith in the NAACP and their abilities, even though 
Walter White wrote Church a series of letters attempting to retract his statement to the 
Chicago Defender.63  Also in 1932, the presidential election witnessed Hoover attempting 
to distance himself from African Americans in order to garner more white votes in the 
South.  This upset Church a great deal and he was absent from the party for several years 
after the 1932 election.  Many correspondences from prominent Republican Party 
members attest to Church’s absence from Republican Party meetings at this time.64  
These events in Church’s life in 1932 depict a man who by 1933 was searching for 
answers to the atrocities inflicted upon African Americans in Memphis because he was 
no longer getting them from his usual sources.  
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This was the climate Haywood and other CPUSA organizers encountered in 
Memphis in February 1933.  This adverse environment was a likely cause for the 
difficulty scholars have in attempting to track CPUSA organizers’ movements while 
there.  Traveling with two white companions, Boris Israel and another man known only 
as “Forshay,” Haywood knew the color of his skin made him susceptible to attack.  Not 
to mention what might happen if word leaked about his position as a high-ranking 
member of the CPUSA and his ties to the Soviet Union.  Therefore, Haywood went to 
great lengths to protect himself, often speaking in what he referred to as his “field-
nigger” drawl, an accent that was difficult for him because he had only recently returned 
from the Soviet Union and still spoke with a Russian accent, a language he spoke 
fluently.65  As well, the CPUSA organizers worked in Memphis only with African 
Americans who were reputed to not be affiliated with Crump or his “brown screws” and 
did not leave an obvious paper trail of their activities.  However, we can glean some of 
the details of the CPUSA’s 1933 activities in Memphis from Haywood’s autobiography 
and the activities of his white travelling companions such as Boris Israel, a Young 
Communist League (YCL) member from the University of Ohio who had volunteered to 
assist Haywood on his tour to the South. 
Haywood and his fellow CPUSA organizers arrived in Memphis in late February 
of 1933 and quickly began organizing for African American Civil Liberties and the 
CPUSA.  Their time in Memphis coincided with the many issues that were coming to a 
head in Memphis at this period and CPUSA members wasted no time in finding issues to 
potentially garner national and international attention for both the party and the atrocities 
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visited upon African Americans in the region.  First finding the heinous lynching of a 
Black Memphian by white police officers, the CPUSA members used this to fight the 
brutality of Crump’s police force.  As well, the depression had caused great 
unemployment in the area especially with regard to many Black and white tenant farmers.  
This brought an influx of unemployed African American workers from the surrounding 
Delta region into Memphis.  The CPUSA’s commitment to help these individuals 
motivated their campaigns in Memphis in 1933. 
Upon their arrival in Memphis, the CPUSA members immediately went after an 
issue that exemplified their commitment to the “Black Belt Thesis”: the brutal murder of 
Levon Carlock.  On the morning of February 25th 1933, Levon Carlock was accused of 
the rape of a white prostitute named Ruby.  Six Memphis police officers arrested Carlock 
after Ruby positively identified him in the street at 2:30 AM.  While the police officers 
attempted to put him into the cruiser to take him downtown, Carlock escaped down a 
dark alley and the officers opened fire, killing him.66 This of course was the police report 
of what happened.  Haywood sent Israel to find eyewitnesses and to talk to Carlock’s 
widow, Eula May.67  Eula May’s story was quite different than the one the Memphis 
Police Department reported.  According to Eula May, the widowed sixteen-year-old bride 
of Levon, the couple had recently moved to Memphis from Mississippi because “there 
was no work there.”68  Eula May found work as a maid in the Memphis brothel near 
where Levon was murdered and her seventeen-year-old husband, Levon, escorted her 
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home at night due to the late hour she left the brothel.  According to Eula May, this was 
the only reason Levon was ever in the area and was adamant that Levon was not capable 
of the rape.69  In addition to Eula May’s report, after Levon Carlock’s autopsy was 
released the Daily Worker reported: “The wounds in Carlock’s body clearly indicate that 
bullets had entered from the front and from the side and top of the head from angle which 
would have been impossible if the youth had been fleeing.”70  However, possibly most 
damaging of all was the sworn affidavit of Fannie Henderson, an African American 
woman who lived across the street from the alley where Levon Carlock was murdered.  
On the night of the murder Henderson watched the entire scene unfold and stated about 
Carlock:  
He was handcuffed all this time.  They took him back in the alley just a few feet 
from Third Street sidewalk and commenced shooting him while he was down.  
His body was on the right side. His face was turned south and his hands still 
handcuffed, and he was near the hotel wall.  There were four or five shots fired 
into his body while he was down handcuffed and after his neck was broken.71   
 
The CPUSA members began their fight in Memphis with this case and while there were 
many labor issues at this period, it is significant that the CPUSA gravitated toward this 
extremely racial issue instead. 
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Over the next month, the CPUSA worked to turn the Carlock murder into a 
national and international incident.  Beginning in March of 1933 the daily news of the 
murder was reported in CPUSA presses such as the Daily Worker.72  These reports 
continued throughout the month and included details such as the autopsy picture of 
Levon Carlock and the disappearance of the chief witness, Fannie Henderson, later in the 
month.73  As well, the affidavit was sent to the International Labor Defense (ILD) 
national offices in New York City and William Patterson, prominent African American 
attorney for the ILD, wrote a letter to the Memphis Police Department about the 
CPUSA’s intent to follow the story and bring the officers to justice.74  In addition to the 
Daily Worker and Labor Defender, many other outlets such as The Pittsburgh Courier, 
The Baltimore Afro-American, and the Norfolk Journal and Guide were involved with the 
story.75  Also, several national papers circulated the news of the Carlock murder and the 
intentions of the CPUSA in the Carlock Protest.  The Pittsburgh Courier reported that the 
nation “demands trial of cops in murder” and the New Journal and Guide reported, 
“Memphis Police slaying of innocent man gets airing.”76  The story clearly initially 
looked like the national incident in Memphis the CPUSA hoped for. 
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The story also garnered attention in Memphis newspapers and organizations to the 
extent that those in important positions, such as Crump and his “advisors,” were on high 
alert.  Boris Israel went to MSP meetings to get them to join the protest.77  Initially the 
MSP considered joining but in the end felt it drew too much negative publicity.  Comrade 
Mobley of the MSP stated that they “had no business pulling the chestnuts out of the fire 
for the Communists” in regard to the Carlock Murder, and that “the organization as an 
organization should stay out of it.”78  All of the local papers followed the story and wrote 
about the ILD’s intentions to intervene.  A Commercial Appeal story titled “Labor 
Defense Stirs up Protest in Killing” reported, “A telegram from the International Labor 
Defense [ILD] was yesterday received by Commissioner Davis, protesting the killing of 
Levon Carlock.”79  With so many notified of the intentions of the CPUSA, Crump’s 
officials were clearly on their guard. 
Unfortunately, these protests coincided with “Scottsboro Boy” Haywood 
Patterson’s conviction and undermined efforts to make the Carlock murder a national 
incident.  In early April of 1933, one of the Scottsboro defendants, Haywood Patterson, 
was convicted at his new trial and sentenced to life in prison.  This set off major protests 
for the remainder of 1933 (arguably the remainder of the decade) and trumped all other 
African American news stories including the Carlock lynching.80  However, in Memphis 
the Carlock protest forced Crump and his City Commissioners’ to react and expose the 
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extent to which they would allow leftist organizing.  Well aware of how the CPUSA 
operated to bring national attention, Crump adopted a policy of containment without riot 
or altercation.  Commissioner Clifford Davis, who by 1933 headed the Police and Fire 
Department and was a member of Crump’s advisory board, issued several statements 
about how the Memphis Police Department was allowing communists to protest to a 
certain extent so not to give them fodder to be sensationalized.81  Even though Haywood 
and the CPUSA organizers continued throughout the next few months to make the 
Carlock protest into an international or national news story, they were not successful.  In 
June, however, Haywood and the CPUSA organizers realized the extent to which they 
could operate when Israel was arrested and charged with “inciting to riot.”82  Israel was 
arrested again in September, this time with an African American named “Jack Welch,” 
who claimed to be a simple farmer from Alabama.83  Later in December, Israel and 
Welch left town together and their charges were dropped at exactly the same time 
Haywood indicated in his autobiography that he left Memphis with Israel.84  Seemingly, 
Haywood’s visit did little for either the African American or the communist cause in 
large part due to Crumps and his police commissioner’s tactic of containing communist 
activity without an extreme reaction to the activity. 
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Their visit did come to the attention of Robert Church Jr., thereby adding more 
evidence that Church was no longer encouraging a moderate line for African American 
Protest in 1933.  Church sent his right hand man, Lieutenant George Lee, to talk to 
CPUSA organizers about what they were doing in Memphis with regard to the Carlock 
murder.85  In his autobiography, Haywood stated that Lee “sought us out to inform us (in 
private) that his boss Bob Church liked what we were doing and wanted us to keep it up.  
He evidently felt that our campaign [Carlock lynching protest] strengthened his position 
vis-à-vis Boss Crump.”86  At this time the NAACP was openly working with Crump to 
keep the Carlock murder out of the national news, which seems to go against what 
Church wanted at this time, at least according to Haywood.87  These events all coincided 
with Church’s absence from the Republican Party as well, and converge to offer one 
explanation as to how Church let Communism spread in Memphis.   
In addition to Church, the founder of the Southern Tenant Farmers Union (STFU), 
H. L. Mitchell paid attention to the CPUSA visit in 1933 and used the information he 
gained from Haywood and the CPUSA’s visit to mobilize Memphis.  When the STFU 
came to Memphis in 1934 they quickly gained support, growing strong enough to merge 
with the radical labor group the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) by 1937.88  
However, across the river in Tyronza, Arkansas in 1933, H. L. Mitchell, founder of the 
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STFU, struggled with severe “red baiting” that forced him to look for a new home base.  
The STFU had formed initially as a response to the 1933 Agricultural Adjustment Act.  
This Act was part of Roosevelt’s New Deal and paid planters to destroy two thirds of 
their cotton crops in an attempt to bring cotton prices up during the Great Depression.89  
This caused planters to fire their tenant farmers and a multitude of problems ensued 
especially among African Americans who were the majority of the tenant farmers.90  In 
letters with MSP members, beginning in March of 1933, Mitchell discussed moving to 
Memphis because it was potentially easier to operate there.91  This is due in large part to 
the way he saw Crump’s policies toward Haywood and the CPUSA organizers in 1933 as 
only containing and not violently reacting.92  As well, Mitchell had worked extensively 
with prominent members of the Memphis Socialist Party and was well aware of many of 
the ways to maneuver under the radar in Memphis due to MSP interactions with the 
CPUSA organizers in 1933.93  Although there is no direct evidence that Haywood and his 
companions interacted with the STFU, there is plenty of indirect evidence.  The chances 
Haywood and the CPUSA organizers worked with the STFU at this period was great 
because the STFU organized Black and white workers; Haywood and Israel were known 
for their farm labor organizing in addition to their African American work, and they had a 
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mutual connection in the CPUSA member Clyde Johnson who organized sharecroppers 
in Alabama.94  Johnson corresponded with the STFU often in 1933, and when Boris Israel 
left Memphis at the end of 1933, he went to Alabama and organized sharecroppers into 
the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) with Johnson.95  Organizing Black and 
white workers eventually led to the STFU coming together with the CIO, a group cited by 
scholars as a major factor in opening up the southern United States for African 
Americans and eliminating the “southern wage.”96  H. L. Mitchell and the STFU clearly 
gained valuable information from the CPUSA organizing trip in 1933 and used this 
information to mobilize Memphis for the remainder of the Interwar period, primarily 
uninterrupted by the “Crump machine.” 
The CPUSA organizing of Harry Haywood and his fellow travelers in 1933 
exposed the limits of power in Memphis and made groups such as the STFU and the MSP 
feel comfortable enough to attempt biracial organizing and made great strides toward 
finding new solutions to the Negro Question in Memphis.  After Haywood and the 
CPUSA’s visit in 1933, those who watched from afar adopted CPUSA tactics and gained 
important social, political, and economic ground for African Americans in Memphis 
during the interwar period.  Perhaps this is a nuanced point scholars often overlook 
because of the extreme secrecy and lack of paper trail left by those involved.  However, 
by examining Haywood and the CPUSA members’ activities in Memphis during 1933 we 
see evidence that the political power of Crump and Church was limited, and afforded 
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groups such as the STFU and the MSP the opportunity organize unabated.  By 1933, 
Crump was not interested in causing an incident that the communist’s might turn into a 
national/international scene and prone to contain CPUSA tactics such as biracial 
organizing instead of violently reacting.  The Levon Carlock murder was a prime 
example of Crump’s containment policy in action.  As well, by 1933 there were signs that 
Church was no longer interested in encouraging “Respectability Politics” to African 
Americans in Memphis.  These conditions converged throughout 1933 and made it 
possible for the MSP to organize with the CPUSA under the radar and, in turn, 
encouraged the increased participation of the STFU to follow the same model.  These 
groups successfully organized Black and white workers together by adopting CPUSA 
strategies and mobilized African Americans to undermine the white chauvinist power 
structure in Memphis for economic, political, and social gains for the remainder of the 
interwar period.  Haywood’s efforts in Memphis, although not the national/international 
incident he had hoped for, showed his dedication to the ideas outlined in the Black Belt 






“Self-Determination” From Pinnacle To Decline In the CPUSA, 1934-1939 
 After Haywood’s tour of the South was over, he returned to New York to prepare 
for the Eighth Convention of the Communist Party of the United States of America 
(CPUSA).  The convention was held in Cleveland, Ohio at the beginning of April 1934 
and was centered around the growing specter of Fascism throughout the world.  With the 
recent move of Hitler into the Vice Chancellor role in Germany, and Mussolini 
consolidating more power in Italy, Europe found itself wrapped in a strong web of 
Fascism.  This was a great concern to the Communist International (CI or Comintern) 
because communism was antithetical to Fascism and as the Fascist ideology grew, many 
communists found themselves increasingly under fire in Europe.1  Therefore, the 
Comintern members’ fear of Fascism was pervasive during the preparation for the event 
and the tone of the entire convention was laced with the threat of the dreaded ideology of 
Fascism invading US borders.2  Haywood acknowledged this concern but was steadfast 
in what he felt was the most important work for the Comintern, the CPUSA, and African 
Americans: Negro liberation.     
 Haywood’s speech to the Eighth convention continued to emphasize themes of 
Negro Liberation and self-determination.  Although Haywood acknowledged the 
importance of an anti-Fascist stance, his sole concern was clearly the continued need to 
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find a solution to the Negro Question in America.  Haywood insisted, due to the inroads 
made from Scottsboro Case and the increased amount of attention to the plight of African 
Americans in the southern United States, “we must once and for all depart from the stage 
of resolutions and decisions on paper to the actual organization of mass struggles for 
Negro rights.”3  Haywood suggested the way to gain this action was through the League 
of Struggle for Negro Rights (LSNR).  The LSNR was established around the time of the 
Scottsboro Case and had gained some credibility in terms of support for African 
Americans.  However, as director of the CPUSA Negro Administration, Haywood felt 
that he should take over the LSNR and develop it into a group that carried out an 
actionable policy.4  “Such a policy,” Haywood argued, “must have as its primary aim the 
mass mobilization of Negro and white toilers in revolutionary struggle against the 
lynchers, outside of bourgeois courts and legislative bodies.”5  Haywood’s speech got a 
great response at the convention and the CPUSA leadership was eager to give Haywood 
the latitude he requested. 
 Haywood now turned his attention to the establishment of a policy for the LSNR 
that fulfilled the CPUSA’s need for a more actionable approach to the Negro Question. 
Upon his return to New York from the Eighth Convention of the CPUSA, Haywood was 
named National Secretary of the LSNR and quickly began to establish a new policy for 
the organization replete with many of the same ideas found in the Black Belt thesis.  
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Chief among them was the African American need for self-determination that 
established; “The Struggle for Equal Rights” could only be attained by demanding 
“complete economic, social, and political equality” for African Americans.  To this end, 
Haywood insisted that the LSNR must put up “A determined fight against the whole 
system of social segregation in which Negroes are set apart from the rest of the 
population as a despised and outlawed people.” Echoing his comments at the Eighth 
Convention, the new policy also emphasized the need for “Negro people and white toilers 
to unite, and fight for the vital and pressing needs of the Negro masses.”6  Armed with his 
new policy and a high-ranking position as the National Secretary of the LSNR, Haywood 
now turned his attention to the industrial centers of the Midwest. 
Haywood went on a tour intended to build the LSNR into a major revolutionary 
arm.  The tour lasted throughout the remainder of 1934 and took Haywood to many of the 
major industrial centers in the Midwest such as Detroit, St. Louis, Chicago, and 
Cleveland.  Initially, the tour was met with great success especially in Detroit where the 
protest against the incarceration of an African American named James Victory gained 
some national momentum.  James Victory was accused of armed robbery and attacking a  
white woman although there was no evidence to support the claim.7  When Haywood 
arrived in Detroit, he immediately set about protesting Victory’s arrest and near 
lynching.8  Within days, Haywood brought in the International Labor Defense (ILD), still 
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led by his former associate from the KUTV William Patterson, and was able to rally 
major support from the CPUSA and several other organizations to win Victory his 
freedom.9  However, as the tour progressed, Haywood found less and less support for the 
LSNR. 
Haywood returned to CPUSA headquarters in New York City concerned that he 
had minimal support from the CPUSA to build the LSNR into the organization he had 
envisioned.  Instead of collaboration with the CPUSA, Haywood felt that the LSNR 
progressively became a group entirely cut off from the rest of the Party.  In fact, many 
members of the CPUSA referred to the LSNR as the “Negro Party.” Haywood indicated 
that, “Within Party circles the LSNR became an excuse for failing to tackle head-on the 
Afro-American question and white chauvinism.”  “This assumed” Haywood felt, “the 
battle for Black rights could be left to a Black party—rather than being a priority for both 
whites and Blacks within one Party.”10  For these reasons, Haywood’s return to New 
York City left him feeling dejected.  Haywood took stock of his last four years since his 
return to the US and decided the most effective place for him as head of the Negro 
Administration of the CPUSA was Chicago.11  Haywood spent the following two years 
organizing in the city with the second largest African American population in the United 
States. 
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Back in Chicago, Haywood put together some of the strongest protests to further 
pursue solutions to the Negro Question in the US and throughout the world.  Upon his 
return to Chicago in early 1935, Haywood received a great reception from many of the 
CPUSA members from the South Side District.  Within weeks, Haywood had organized 
mass protests for African Americans throughout Chicago, working along the same lines 
of self-determination outlined in the Black Belt thesis.  Haywood’s methods emphasized 
the importance of equality for African Americans through complete social, economic and 
political equalization gained through unity between African Americans and “white 
toilers.”12  These demonstrations were directed toward the dire unemployment in Chicago 
felt by both Blacks and whites during the Depression and resulted in an interracial 
alliance formed around the need for rent relief and higher paying jobs.  Initially these 
protests were successful, but Haywood soon came under fire for his role and was beaten 
and arrested several times.  Once, Haywood was beaten so severely that he had to walk 
on crutches for several weeks.13   This pushed Haywood to organize on a larger scale and 
with the growing threat of Fascism throughout the world he soon found the cause to rally 
mass support. 
Italy’s invasion of Ethiopia brought a unifying effect to African Americans, 
Africans and all Africans of the Diaspora.  According to scholars, Ethiopia had long been  
considered a symbol of pride for former Africans displaced throughout the world.14  In  
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early 1935, Mussolini’s troops began to amass on the border of Eritrea and Ethiopia.  In 
response, there was a global outcry to the League of Nations to intervene with sanctions 
to stop Italy’s invasion.15  By the summer of 1935, Mussolini openly announced to the 
world Italy’s plan to annex Ethiopia and the League of Nations continued to postpone 
intervention.16  This set off major protest rallies in both Paris and London as many 
interracial organizations united to demand that European powers no longer continue 
policies of appeasement toward Fascist countries.17  As well, the Comintern opposed 
Italy’s intention to annex Ethiopia because they viewed Mussolini’s aggression as 
irrefutable evidence that another World War was on the horizon and Ethiopia was the 
initial example of how the Fascists intended to carve up the world.18  In the United States, 
Haywood and the CPUSA shared the Comintern’s concerns about the growing presence 
of Fascism and formed mass protest movements.    
The Abyssinian protests in Chicago brought national attention to the Negro 
Question in America and throughout the world.  Haywood used this moment to mount a 
mass movement against Italy’s intention to annex Ethiopia, as well as the US 
government’s refusal to intervene because Italy was a “friendly power.”19  Beginning in 
late July of 1935, Haywood and his fellow CPUSA organizers started protest marches 
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with the slogan “Hands off Ethiopia” and by the middle of August a mass parade of over 
10,000 people made up of African Americans and whites took to the streets.  According 
to Haywood, many of the African American protesters equated the struggle against the 
fascist takeover of Ethiopia to their own struggle against Jim Crow in the United States. 
When the Chicago police department arrived, they arrested nearly 1,000 protesters and 
severely beat many of them.  In the aftermath of the protest, CPUSA nationwide became 
involved, sending the ILD to fight for protesters’ rights, and turning the entire protest 
movement into a new rallying cry for interracial unity throughout the party.20  
Unfortunately, the protests did not stop the Italian invasion and by October of 1935 Italy 
was well on its way to annexing Ethiopia with no one intervening to stop the crisis.21  
However, in the US, these protests led to the formation of one of the most important 
political groups of the late 1930’s.  
 To Haywood, the formation of the National Negro Congress (NNC) was the 
fulfillment of his exhausting efforts to find resolution to the Negro Question.  Formed in 
February of 1936, the NNC merged with the continued Ethiopian protest movements 
throughout Chicago and replaced the now defunct League of Struggle for Negro Rights 
(LSNR).  For the remainder of the year, the NNC gained great notoriety within the 
CPUSA and was known for bringing large numbers of African Americans to the party as 
well as unity between white and Black toilers against African American persecution.22  
Haywood used the momentum of the NNC and the Ethiopian protests to run for an 
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Illinois congressional seat in late 1936 on the CPUSA ticket.  Although Haywood lost the 
election, he had a great showing that he felt signified the amount of support the CPUSA 
was amassing.23  For the remainder of the year, Haywood kept his eye on a situation that 
was eventually his undoing as a member of the CPUSA Central Committee. 
 The Spanish Civil War was the next great struggle to keep the Fascist powers 
from taking over the world.  After Italy invaded Ethiopia, many Africans throughout the 
diaspora volunteered to form brigades to fight against Mussolini.  However, Ethiopian 
officials declined these proposals leaving many who wanted to fight unable to 
intervene.24  When the Fascist troops of Francisco Franco set off a Civil War in Spain, 
many African Americans began to volunteer to go to Spain and fight against Franco.  To 
these African Americans, the Spanish Civil War was inextricably linked to the Ethiopian 
war against Mussolini’s Fascist armies.  Many felt that going to war against Franco’s 
forces was the same as fighting against the Italian takeover of Ethiopia, and by extension 
the same as the African American struggle for equality.25  Harry Haywood certainly felt 
this way. 
The Spanish Civil War caused Haywood to momentarily take his eyes off of the 
importance of the Negro Question in America.  In late 1936, Haywood petitioned to be 
sent to the Spanish Civil War as a member of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade.  Initially, the 
National Secretary of the CPUSA, Earl Browder, refused to let Haywood go to Spain due 
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to his high rank in the CPUSA.  However, Haywood was able to convince Browder to let 
him go and was deployed to Spain in early 1937.26  Unfortunately for Haywood, he was 
no longer the soldier he was during WWI due to asthma and cardiovascular illness.  This 
caused Haywood to miss many of the major engagements of his regiment and to spend 
most of his time away from the frontlines.  Eventually, Haywood was recalled to the US 
due to his inability to participate in the war after less than six months in Spain.27   
 Haywood’s return from Spain was the beginning of his erasure as an influential 
member of the CPUSA and an important figure in the fight to find resolution to the Negro 
Question.  Upon his arrival home in the fall of 1937, Haywood was immediately 
confronted with rumors of his cowardice due to his inability to serve on the frontlines of 
several important battles in the Spanish Civil War.  During the Tenth Convention of the 
CPUSA in May 1938, Haywood was stripped of his leadership role in the CPUSA 
Central Committee.28 No longer on the payroll of the CPUSA, Haywood found it 
difficult to find employment due to his known association with communists.  As well, 
even though still a member of the CPUSA, Haywood found his self-determination 
platform for solving the Negro Question slowly removed from the CPUSA ideology.  
Haywood ended the last years of the interwar period powerless in the Party as his legacy 
was slowly silenced. 
Although Haywood was slowly silenced in the party he remained a CPUSA 
member for several years after World War II.  Suffering a heart attack shortly before the 
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outbreak of World War II, Haywood heard the news of the Nazi attack on Poland while 
in his hospital bed.  Shortly after his release, he decided to move to California for his 
recovery.29  When Pearl Harbor was attacked in December 1941, Haywood joined the 
Merchant Marines because, he stated, “I wanted to make some contributions to the fight 
against Fascism.”30  Once the war was over Haywood went back to pushing the self-
determination line in the party.  However, the coming of the Cold War brought 
significant changes for the CPUSA itself in the form the ousting of Earl Browder.  
Browder served as president of the CPUSA throughout WWII and had slowly adopted a 
policy that intended to be a hybrid of Communism and Capitalism due to the US and 
Soviet alliance during WWII.  When the Cold War between the two superpowers and 
their ideologies became apparent, the CPUSA voted to take Browder out of office and by 
1947 he was pushed completely out of the party.31  This started a period of major 
factional fighting that lasted for over ten years.  As the factional fighting was waged, 
Haywood and the Black Belt Nation Thesis (BBNT) were pushed further into isolation 
within the party.  This was due in no small part to the fact that Browder had once been a 
major supporter of the thesis during the Third Period of the CPUSA, which ran from 
roughly 1930-1936.32  Even staunch supporters of the BBNT such as James Allen, the 
CPUSA member who first reported the Scottsboro Boys’ case to the Party, had by the late 
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1950’s turned completely away from the BBNT and now supported the total dismantling 
of the thesis and the self-determination line within the party.33  This led Haywood to take 
part in a controversial CPUSA group known as the Provisional Organizing Committee 
(POC).  The POC was formed in order to combat the extensive “revisionism,” as 
Haywood considered the turn against the BBNT, within CPUSA leadership.  Initially the 
group made some strides toward reimplementation of the BBNT but in the end the POC 
association failed miserably for Haywood and by the summer of 1958 he was officially 
expelled from the CPUSA.34 
 After Haywood’s expulsion from the CPUSA he continued to extol the self-
determination line.  Moving to Mexico in 1959, Haywood continued to write about the 
need for complete, social, and economic equality outlined in the BBNT and garnered 
several publications on this topic.35  As well, Haywood stayed in constant contact with 
important members of the CPUSA such as William Patterson and Cyril Briggs.  
Haywood and Cyril Briggs, founder of the African Blood Brotherhood for African 
Liberation and Redemption (ABB), had formed a strong friendship in the early 1930s that 
continued until Briggs’ death in 1962.  Briggs’ great consideration and respect for 
Haywood is often found in the many letters he wrote to Haywood in this period, many of  
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which open with Briggs referring to Haywood as “our foremost theoretician.”36  Also, 
Haywood continued his great friendship with William Patterson who constantly kept him 
appraised about important issues concerning the African American freedom struggle such 
as the Angela Davis trial.37  During this time, Haywood continued to lecture and tour in 
support of many of the tenets he outlined in the BBNT and gained support from many 
CPUSA offshoot groups such as the Chicano and Unity Movements.38  Haywood finished 
his autobiography in 1978, which details many of his struggles and travails to push 
through his theories outlined in the BBNT and the self-determination line for African 
American betterment.  Harry Haywood died in 1982 and was buried with full military 
honors in Arlington National Cemetery. 
 However, the call for self-determination outlined in the Black Belt Nation Thesis 
continued to live on in many groups post-WWII and is still represented today.  After the 
end of the CPUSA’s Third Period, which had encompassed great support for the BBNT 
within the party, and the CPUSA’s continued turning away from the BBNT and self-
determination, many groups began to adopt aspects of the BBNT line.  Chief among these 
movements was the Johnson-Forrest Tendency, an offshoot of the Trotskyite movement.  
The Trotskyite movement during the interwar period was extremely opposed to the 
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CPUSA and the Comintern because they stood firm on the belief that the class struggle 
was the most important aspect of the Communist Revolution and all racial issues would 
be solved once the class struggle was settled.39  One of the foremost theoreticians of the 
Trotskyite movement was the Afro-Caribbean C.L.R. James who was also outspoken in 
his contempt for the Comintern and the CPUSA.40  However, in the early 1940’s, James 
broke away from the Trotskyites and formed the Johnson-Forrest Tendency that adopted 
many of the tenets of the BBNT especially with regard to self-determination.41  The 
BBNT continued to gain notoriety through the following decades as “radical” 
organizations associated with the Civil Rights Movement adopted aspects of the thesis.  
The 1970’s saw a proliferation of these organizations that often combined Maoism 
(Chinese Communist Party ideology) with the BBNT’s emphasis on self-determination.  
As well, many of these groups such as the Chicano Movement and the Unity Movement 
not only incorporated Haywood’s theories into their group statement, they often brought 
Haywood to their important meetings.42  By the 1980’s, many of these groups united 
under the umbrella of the Rainbow Coalition, a group best known for their outspoken 
associate and politician, Jesse Jackson, who ran for the US presidency in 1984 and 1988.  
Since the late 1980’s, the Freedom Road Socialist Organization, a splinter organization of 
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the Rainbow coalition, continues to put forward the importance of the BBNT and the 
right to self-determination line, even going so far as to mention Haywood and his 
autobiography Black Bolshevik in their mission statement.43  The importance of Haywood 
and the BBNT is significant even to the world we live in today and therefore the 
foundational period of this doctrine and its importance should not be minimized in the 
historiography of the Black Freedom Struggle.       
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When we think about the scope of Haywood’s efforts in the Interwar period in 
terms of a Black intellectual seeking resolution to the Negro Question instead of a 
communist doing the Party’s bidding, we begin to see a larger picture of the African 
American struggle for equality both in the US and globally.  Born the son of former 
slaves into a world where African American discrimination was rampant, we see a man 
who dedicated his early life to the struggle for resolution to the Negro Question.  
Haywood used the Soviet Union to build a platform from which he could advance 
hegemony for African Americans, never losing sight of the importance of the Negro 
Question.  Viewing his travels as a Black intellectual seeking assistance for his primary 
group, we see why global interventions by organizations such as the Comintern were 
necessary to affect change.  Unfortunately, the Comintern and the CPUSA turned from 
Haywood’s platform, and Haywood no longer had the communist tool at his disposal to 
further the African American cause.  But from his history, we can see that he stayed true 
to African American culture and seeking a resolution to the Negro Question.  All of his 
interactions with the communist party were in relation to the Negro Question in the hopes 
of finding a reasonable resolution to this insurmountable issue of bringing about equality. 
 While Haywood’s efforts are transparent in this work, scholars have always 
perceived Haywood as a communist footnote.1  The reasons for thinking about Haywood 
in these terms are clear; his name only surfaces during talk about the communist party 
and the involvement of African Americans in the party.  Then, post World War II, Harry 
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Haywood and his impact were minimized.  No longer a member of the CPUSA Central 
Committee and unable to participate strongly in the party, Haywood’s name became a 
tarnished reminder of CPUSA missteps (primary among them the idea of self-
determination) and factional fighting within the party.  From Richard Wright’s portrayal 
of him as the fictional character Buddy Nealson2 to the many open disputes in the press 
with prominent African American communists such as James Ford and James Jackson, 
Haywood’s legacy seems to show a man more concerned with the CPUSA organization 
than anything else.  Even his autobiography portrays him this way as he dedicates the 
majority of the 650 page work with the multitude of factional fights he was involved with 
in the Party.  How Haywood’s significance has been minimized is easy to surmise.  
 However, when Haywood is viewed primarily as an African American intellectual 
we see his importance to the African American Freedom Struggle, especially in the Black 
Belt.  This gives rise to many questions about the South in this period with regard to the 
global interventions needed to affect change there.  Knowing that Haywood was sent to 
the South to bring international attention to the plight of African Americans, what does 
this tell us about the South and the US as a whole?  Why the constant need to attach 
African Americans’ protest to international events such as Abyssinia?  Although Lenin 
articulated the oppressed nation theory with regard to African Americans, we see this 
lying dormant until Haywood brought it to life.  What does this tell us about African 
Americans’ influence upon soviet policy in the Comintern?  Are there other areas where 
African Americans influenced policy and scholars have failed to notice because they 
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were working under the assumption that the relationship between the African Americans 
and the Soviet Union was a one way street and the Soviet was driving?  While 
communism was helpful to African Americans, they often used it as a tool to fight Jim 
Crow in America and along the way actually influenced policy both in the Comintern and 
the CPUSA as in Haywood’s case.  When Haywood is viewed as an African American 
intellectual seeking resolution to the Negro Question in America we see him not as a 
communist footnote but as one of the progenitors of the 20th century African American 
Freedom Struggle.  
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